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    Abstract - Wi-Max is a popular network technology that is employed by practically all portable and wireless equipment 

to connect to a internet as well as share content including music, photographs, movies, and other files. The Wi-Max 

Mobile network's performance ought to be sufficient to take use of the conventional wireless media while minimising 

noise and interference. Detection methods, encodings, error detection and correction, as well as other techniques can 

reduce the effects of interferences and sounds. Throughout this study, BPSK, QPSK, and 4-QAM modulation scheme are 

used to create the Wi-Max Mobile network using the most advanced technologies, Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM). The system's effectiveness, measured in terms of BER, is further enhanced by the use of a 

Microcontroller for lattice. For the vast volumes of information, the mechanism was simulated, and better results 

emerged. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We were solely dependent on analogue technology a few decades ago. Both the sources and indeed the 

communication systems used analogue formats, but as technology changed, it became possible to transfer data 

in some kind of a digital manner. In addition to those, the CPU was becoming the quickest, The transfer velocity 

increased form kilobit to megabit to gigabit, as did the information capacity of the payload. Engineers were 

successful in developing a wireless transmitter to convey data as the wire to wireless notion gained traction. 

This was accomplished after extensive research and significant financial investment. Apps like voice over 

Internet Protocol (VoIP), SMS, file downloading, paging, gaming, teleconferencing, and amusement, among 

others, have become common place. Wireless communication includes satellite communication systems wide-

area data transmission structures, such as informal wireless networks, or wireless networking, and mobile 

telephone systems among other things. In order to give maximum throughput, tremendous mobility, extended 

range, and a robust backbone, everything developed based on wireless technology. The engineers' vision was 

expanded a little to allow for flawless multimedia transmission anywhere on the planet through a number of 

apps and devices, resulting in a novel idea for wireless communication that is affordable and adaptable to be 

used even in strange environments. 

 

The fact that Wi-MAX offers mobile backhaul, Wi-Fi areas of greatest need, high speed, advanced safety, as 

well as last mile connectivity makes it the next phase of internet wireless networks. long before scientists and 

technicians realised the requirement for internet access via wireless networks and numerous additional 

broadband options that work well all over, particularly in remote regions or in places where it is challenging to 

establish wired facilities or where it is not financially viable to do so, the creation of Wi-MAX began a few 

years ago.IEEE 802.16, formerly referred to as IEEE Wireless-MAN, has improved the authorised and 

unregulated 2-66 GHz group, which is the standard for stationary broadband connectivity. Commonly featured 

mobile broadband applications. In order to organise the parts and create equipment which would be 

interoperable and compatible, a private group called Wi-MAX forum has been established in June 2001. After a 

while, in 2007, Mobile Wi-MAX technology created in accordance with IEEE 802.16e standard received 

certification, and it was announced that the product will be released in 2008 and would offer mobility enabling 

nomadic access. 

 

A. Fixed versus portable Wi-MAX 

Both Fixed and mobile Wi-MAX have particular differences. Both 802.16e and 802.16d (Rev 2004) are 

colloquially known as Mobile-Wi-MAX. The 802.16d specification allows permanent and migratory activities, 

just like the 802.16e specification does for still, mobile, nomads, and detachable usage. The 802.16e protocol 

includes all of the functions of 802.16d in addition to new standards that enable unlimited mobility over 

highway rates, enhanced QoS, and energy management. Yet, since 802.16e relies on TDD whereas 802.16d is 
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constructed on top of FDD, 802.16e traditional gadgets are inconsistent to 802.16d ordinary bases. 802.16e used 

S-OFDMA that had a 2048-FFT size due to extra connection difficulties. 

 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF AN OFDM SYSTEM 

The obtainable spectrum is divided into an assortment of alternating frequencies smaller carriers using OFDM. 

There are numerous segments in the input data stream. Smaller data rate simultaneous sub streams of data 

following that, the sub-data packages are individually encoded and transmitted on several sub-carriers. The 

consequence of this is that the letters are getting longer. As the lengthy signal duration shortens, multipath 

propagation-related inter-symbol interference (1ST) increases. In place of one greater data stream, it is effective 

to send the low-rate streams concurrently. The signal lasts for a long time. Hence, the 1ST can be completely 

avoided by employing a proper guard interval In the event that the guarding period is more than the separation 

among the initial and ultimate multipath interference that is.Figure 2 below illustrates the idea of mixing 

numerous sub-streams at the point of transmittal and splitting them another time at the destination. 

 
Fig. 2 Basic System Architecture of an OFDM System 

 

Prior to conducting an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, the material is encrypted as well as modulated out across 

sub-carriers, as shown in Figure 2. (IFFT). The IFFT makes use of the spectral variation found in the spread 

band transmission. When the information is broadcast, all of the streams of data are combined into one electrical 

signal and given to the air connection. Only in reverse, the procedure is the same at the receiver side. The 

802.11 standard specifies the speed of the Fft - transformed thermal (FFT) size. opens to a lovely standard with 

the following channels bandwidths: 1.25, 5, 10, and 20 MI-Iz for the numbers 128, 512, 1024, and 2048. The 

sub-carrier speed is unable to be sustained at the previous level despite Portable Wi-MAX's ability to utilise 

extra data profiles (more information on this in the following sub-section). 

 

III. TRELLIS ENCODER/DECODER 

Because the method's state diagram, when sketched on paper, strongly resembled the trellis structure used 

during rose gardens, the word "trellis" was chosen to describe it. Mostly a convolutional codes of rates (r,r+1) is 

used in the procedure. Instead of using the more traditional technique of applying this parity check to a bit 

stream and would then modulating the bits, Ungerboeck applied it on a per-symbol basis. By identifying 

Partitions, he gave the system that underlies everything the name Map. The idea was to organise the signs into a 

tree influence, then separate then into two branches of the same size. The various branches of the tree had 

emblems that were further apart from one another. The basic procedure is explained using a straightforward 

example using just one evaluation, albeit it can be difficult to picture in multiple directions. 

 
Fig. 3 Trellis Encoding 
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Block codes and trelice codes are employed for channels containing additive bursts noise and additive white 

Gaussian noise, respectively. Trellis Encoder is frequently employed in systems with limited bandwidth and 

power. The two most common modulations are 8-PSK and 16-PSK. Two different code rates are supported by 

the Trellis Encoder: for 8 PSK, 23 and for 16 PSK, 34. Additionally, the Quadra Type supports integrated cycle 

synchronise for 8-PSK and 16-PSK. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The use of digital video transfer, internet access, and neighbourhood networks (LANs), and nationwide 

networks (WANs) are all possibilities for Wi-Max handheld devices. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Diagram of Blocks for the Suggested OFDM-WIFI Technique 

 

The schematic representation of the suggested Wi-Max Cellular network with Lattice Transmitter (TE) and 

OFDM is shown in Figure 4. The technique includes important building components such an AWGN channel 

that communicates with noises, vertical encoder as well as information interleave, modulator, and OFDM 

synthesiser. The aforementioned suggested system is put into use for training, and Figure 5's flow diagram of 

the suggested framework describes the enacted method.  

Error Rate in Bits 

The amount of bit errors as a proportion of the Eb/N0 is provided by: for the QPSK signalling and AWGN 

network.  

    
 

 
     √       

Ratio of Signal to Noise 

The proportion of signal to noise (SNR), Eb / N0, of the measurement unit is expressed in decibels, which but 

beforehand we can use the SNR more thoroughly, we must translate the degrees to an accepted ratio. When the 

SNR is set at m dB,   

               
The SNR in decibels,'snrdb', is converted to a percentage, 'ebn0', employing Octave. 

                      
An indeterminate number, the Eb/N0.  

The overall energy of the message reduced by the amount of bits it contains is known as Eb Energy-per-bit. 

 

   
 

      
∑      

 

   
 

N stands for the message's entirety of examples, while fbit denotes its bit rate expressed as bits per minute. The 

power spectrum distribution of the sound is measured in Watts every Hertz (Hz).  

 

V. RESULTS FROM SIMULATOR 

The sections that followed outline the suggested approach for the suggested Wi-Max Portable network utilising 

Trellis Encoder (TE) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). 
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Fig. 5 Wi-Max Portable network efficiency for BER using Lattice Compressor and two FFT endpoints with 1600 bit 

data 

 
Fig.6. Flow Chart of Proposed Approach 
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BER performance of Wi-Max Mobile system with Trellis Encoder and 2 FFT points with 1600 bits data are 

shown in the Figure 6 it can be observed that the 4 QAM perform good at higher SNR and PSK at lower SNR 

range.  
Table 1. SNR OF DIFFERENT CODING SCHEMES 

CODES: TYPES 
AT SNR 

BER=10-2 

SNR AT 

BER=10-3 

Technique (Trellis Decoding) 

Suggested 
3.2 dB 6.4 db 

Codes for convexity 9.2 dB 10.8 db 

Booster Codes (SOVA) 1.0 dB 7.5 dB 

Booster Codes (Log-MAP) 0.5 dB 1.8 db 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

First, it is clear from the system's setup and the outcomes that the Lattice Transmitter (TE) makes the most of 

the Wi-Max Mobile Telephone Network. The findings demonstrate that its information handling capabilities are 

dramatically enhanced by the use of OFDM tech; for instance, whenever FFT lengths are decreased, the 

likelihood of errors decreases substantially and the whole thing gets superior. The optimum amount of BER for 

16 FFT terminals utilising BPSK modulation on 160000 pieces of data is found within 10-6 and 10-7. The 

significance of such encoding is creating something that's noise- and disturbance-resistant. If subsequent 

technologies adopt enhanced techniques for modulation and apply some filters, they will perform better for 

communications featuring noise, fading due to multiple paths, and challenges. 
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